August 2014
Welcome to the August edition of Re:Sourcing UK - the Resource Bulletin from Link2Energy Ltd.
The purpose of this document is to instigate opportunities for companies with industrial waste streams, putting
innovation at the heart of finding solutions to industrial problems.

Gate Fees: Emerging Trends
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Two interesting and distinct trends are beginning to emerge using data taken
from WRAP's recently-released annual Gate Fee report.
The report, derived from statistical sampling across the waste processing
sector and Local Authorities, provides an annual snapshot of the latest typical
Gate Fees for benchmark technologies or alternative recovery treatments.
The key findings of the report are helpful for Local Authorities, providing
transparency and a reference document for waste-related decisions. For
instance, the report notes that the median gate fee paid by local authorities for
Material Recovery Facility (MRF) services is £10 per tonne compared to a
median MRF gate fee of £9 per tonne in the previous survey. While this fact
may be helpful, it perhaps lacks a certain contextual narrative.
The fact that WRAP have been producing this report for a number of years
means that any longer-term trends can be uncovered. Two interesting
pairings emerge, which can be seen in the graph above.
Landfill and Energy from Waste (post-2000 facilities) are coursing a conjoined
upward trajectory, as they source the same feedstock deemed to be
"unrecyclable". The regulated increase in Landfill Tax has resulted in the
Energy From Waste sector shadowing the costs, enjoying extra income while
being perceived as having environmental appeal compared to landfill.
Meanwhile, a separate trend emerges between rivals Anaerobic Digestion
(AD) and In-Vessel Composting (IVC). Over the past few years, AD
development has been dramatic as a consequence of Government support.
46 AD facilities licensed to accept ABP materials are now operational in the
UK, in spite of observations from some quarters that the development in
processing capacity risks outstripping available supply.
Thus, while Energy from Waste can potentially enjoy the uplift in fees resulting
from increasing landfill tax, the AD and IVC sectors are perhaps destined to
grapple for a while longer. The game-changer could be the Government's
cooling position on AD subsidies such as the Feed In Tariff.
The anecdotal evidence is that Gate Fees in the organic recycling sector
remain under pressure as competition increases for a diminishing resource.
Food companies are getting cleverer at reducing their waste - which is to be
applauded. However, this means that the food waste recyclers may start to go
hungry before too much longer.
Re:Sourcing UK are developing a new database of food producers which
will provide insight for developers of Anaerobic Digestion and In-Vessel
Composting sites. For further details, contact Andrew Gadd

www.link2energy.co.uk

Fig 3. Map of resources identified in the August bulletin.

The publication of Case Studies in our recent
e-newsletter resulted in a pleaseing number of
confimed leads. If you have a good news story
that you wish to see as a Case Study for your
company, then let us know and we'll make it
happen.

Contact Details
Telephone
0844 324 6792

E-mail
andrew.gadd@resourcinguk.co.uk
Note - if you have any waste resources that are
causing a headache for you, then please bring
them to our attention and we'll list them in the
bulletin.
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The resources shown below have been added to the database in the past month. To
find out more about these resources, please contact the Link2Energy office (contact
details on front page).
Note - these resources are listed by County and then by Type
These resources are not necessarily currently going to landfill
Quantities are annualised unless noted otherwise

RESOURCES (by county)
County

Sector

Resource Title

Quantity

Code

Other

Wood fly ash - (4 tonnes per week) (Walsall, 07/2014)

200 tonnes

0814/108

Wood

Broken pallets, pallet wood, broken skids - (The site generates a small amount of
1 tonne
broken pallets, pallet wood & broken skids each week) (Runcorn, 07/2014)

0814/117

Wood

MDF 2 metre skids - (The site generates banded packs of approximately 300 2m
MDF skids) (Runcorn, 07/2014)

3 tonnes

0814/119

Other

Bags of paper, plastic cups, bottles, metal cans etc - (Site produces around 3
euro bins of these material per month) (Runcorn, 07/2014)

Variable
tonnages

0814/116

Other

Wood ash - (When boiler is run October - April, we produce 1 tonne sacks of
boiler ash from burning chipboard. Nutrient analysis available. Deemed suitable
for land spreading or as feedstock for composting.) (Runcorn, 07/2014)

25 tonnes

0814/118

Metals / Metal-Rich

Filtercake - (Process giving rise to waste, pressed cake from a alkaline Zinc
plating plant, annual estimated waste 40 tonnes, waste description pressed cake
(damp some water content still remaining) EWC 110110 (probably has now
changed to hazardous (Tibshelf, 07/2014)

40 tonnes

0814/105

Metals / Metal-Rich

Zinc ash - (Process giving rise to waste, furnace to remove old surface coatings
of powder painted equipment and Zinc plated equipment, annual estimated waste
24 tonnes
24 tonnes, Waste description ash EWC 080111*? currently sent to deep storage.)
(Tibshelf, 07/2014)

0814/104

Textiles

Polypropylene carpet offcuts (Hinckley, 07/2014)

0814/106

Textiles

Textile scrap from recycling of mattresses - (Inevitable mix of colours, fabrics and
25 tonnes
quality) (Ilkeston, 07/2014)

0814/041

Wood

MDF dust - (bagged) (Hinckley, 07/2014)

20 tonnes

0814/107

Other

Powder paint - Epoxy Polyester and full Polyester - (Process giving rise to waste,
Powder coating plant, annual estimated waste 12 tonnes, Waste description
12 tonnes
powder EWC 080111* safety data sheets are available. Currently sent to deep
storage) (Tibshelf, 07/2014)

0814/103

Plastics

Baled PP Skeletal waste - (Clean, ex factory - mill-baled & wire-tied. Contains
some laminate material. 29 bales.) (Okehampton, 07/2014)

11 tonnes

0814/049

Textiles

Coloured polycotton scraps - (Mill-baled, wire-tied, clean. 28 bales.)
(Okehampton, 07/2014)

10 tonnes

0814/050

Plastics

Bottle Label Fragments - (Light fraction - separated by air classification)
(Dagenham, 07/2014)

500 tonnes

0814/029

Plastics

Trommel Rejects from plastic separation / wash process - (Mixture of mostly
bottle label fragments / caps - contaminated material) (Dagenham, 07/2014)

1000 tonnes

0814/033

Lancashire

Textiles

Coconut fibre matting - (2-3 bales of coconut matting recovered from soft
furnishings per week. Suitable for making liners for hanging baskets, or ground
cover for nurseries etc.) (Preston, 07/2014)

5 tonnes

0814/038

Merseyside

Plastics

ABS Plastics - (Bobbins - 11 inch diameter) (St Helens, 07/2014)

5 tonnes

0814/036

Plastics

Foam scrap - (From manufacture surgical mattresses. These scraps are from a
lot of different density (and colour) from 28 to 52 kg/m3 - around 1 tonne per
month) (Liverpool, 07/2014)

10 tonnes

0814/035

Neath Port
Talbot

Plastics

Granulated Plastics - (Cable shreddings - plastic, presumed largely PVC, plus
some rubber. Contains copper traces.) (Port Talbot, 07/2014)

60 tonnes

0814/048

Northants

Textiles

Fabric offcuts, mixed - (1 tonne per week) (Northampton, 07/2014)

50 tonnes

0814/109

Oxfordshire

Wood

Low-grade wood waste - (Offcuts and materials unsuitable for recycling)
(Abingdon, 07/2014)

Variable
tonnages

0814/027

Plastic contaminated with foodstuffs - (2 x 40 yd skips per week. this plastic arises
from the depackaging plant. the contaminent is mainly bread, but also card from 10 tonnes
packs of bread buns) (Doncaster, 07/2014)

0814/130

Eggshell - (Ongoing supply of crushed eggshells from pasteurised egg processing
4 tonnes
facility) (Newcastle Upon Tyne, 07/2014)

0814/123

Cheshire

Derbyshire

Devon

Essex

South Yorkshire Plastics

Tyneside

Food / Drink /
Agriculture
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500 tonnes
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RESOURCES (by county)
County

West Midlands

West Yorkshire

Sector

Resource Title

Quantity

Code

Plastics

Bulk bags - (Around 140 per month from a food company. Third-party source of
information (MAS) - they believe the company is just stuffing them into a skip &
are working with them to find viable outlet.) (Newcastle, 07/2014)

1400 items

0814/047

Wood

Pallets (Stourport-on-Severn, 07/2014)

24 tonnes

0814/121

Minerals / Ceramics /
Glass

Aluminium Oxide / magnesium oxide fired & powder waste (Stourport-on-Severn,
500 tonnes
07/2014)

0814/122

Minerals / Ceramics /
Glass

Fired and Powder Ceramic Waste (Stourport-on-Severn, 07/2014)

700 tonnes

0814/120

Metals / Metal-Rich

205 litre steel drums - (Lidded - will contain a small level of contamination with
pork fat (MSDS sheet available). Likely to be around 2 or 3 drums per week.)
(Batley, 07/2014)

80 items

0814/045

Metals / Metal-Rich

250 litre steel drums - (16 drums - stockpile with a bit of residue remaining in the
bottom (non-hazardous)) (Normanton, 07/2014)

16 items

0814/044

Textiles

Textile scrap from recycling of mattresses - (Inevitable mix of colours, fabrics and
25 tonnes
quality) (Huddersfield, 07/2014)

0814/043

RESOURCES (by type)
Sector

County

Resource Title

Quantity

Food / Drink /
Agriculture

Tyneside

Eggshell - (Ongoing supply of crushed eggshells from pasteurised egg processing
facility) (Newcastle Upon Tyne, 07/2014)

4 tonnes

0814/123

Filtercake - (Process giving rise to waste, pressed cake from a alkaline Zinc plating
plant, annual estimated waste 40 tonnes, waste description pressed cake (damp
some water content still remaining) EWC 110110 (probably has now changed to
hazardous waste under new Eco Toxicity r (Tibshelf, 07/2014)

40 tonnes

0814/105

Derbyshire

Zinc ash - (Process giving rise to waste, furnace to remove old surface coatings of
powder painted equipment and Zinc plated equipment, annual estimated waste 24
tonnes, Waste description ash EWC 080111*? currently sent to deep storage.)
(Tibshelf, 07/2014)

24 tonnes

0814/104

West Yorkshire

205 litre steel drums - (Lidded - will contain a small level of contamination with pork
fat (MSDS sheet available). Likely to be around 2 or 3 drums per week.) (Batley,
07/2014)

80 items

0814/045

West Yorkshire

250 litre steel drums - (16 drums - stockpile with a bit of residue remaining in the
bottom (non-hazardous)) (Normanton, 07/2014)

16 items

0814/044

Devon

Baled PP Skeletal waste - (Clean, ex factory - mill-baled & wire-tied. Contains
some laminate material. 29 bales.) (Okehampton, 07/2014)

11 tonnes

0814/049

Essex

Bottle Label Fragments - (Light fraction - separated by air classification)
(Dagenham, 07/2014)

500 tonnes

0814/029

Essex

Trommel Rejects from plastic separation / wash process - (Mixture of mostly bottle
label fragments / caps - contaminated material) (Dagenham, 07/2014)

1000 tonnes

0814/033

Merseyside

ABS Plastics - (Bobbins - 11 inch diameter) (St Helens, 07/2014)

5 tonnes

0814/036

Merseyside

Foam scrap - (From manufacture surgical mattresses. These scraps are from a lot
of different density (and colour) from 28 to 52 kg/m3 - around 1 tonne per month)
(Liverpool, 07/2014)

10 tonnes

0814/035

Neath Port
Talbot

Granulated Plastics - (Cable shreddings - plastic, presumed largely PVC, plus some
60 tonnes
rubber. Contains copper traces.) (Port Talbot, 07/2014)

0814/048

South Yorkshire

Plastic contaminated with foodstuffs - (2 x 40 yd skips per week. this plastic arises
from the depackaging plant. the contaminent is mainly bread, but also card from
packs of bread buns) (Doncaster, 07/2014)

10 tonnes

0814/130

Tyneside

Bulk bags - (Around 140 per month from a food company. Third-party source of
information (MAS) - they believe the company is just stuffing them into a skip & are
working with them to find viable outlet.) (Newcastle, 07/2014)

1400 items

0814/047

Derbyshire

Polypropylene carpet offcuts (Hinckley, 07/2014)

500 tonnes

0814/106

Derbyshire

Textile scrap from recycling of mattresses - (Inevitable mix of colours, fabrics and
quality) (Ilkeston, 07/2014)

25 tonnes

0814/041

Devon

Coloured polycotton scraps - (Mill-baled, wire-tied, clean. 28 bales.) (Okehampton,
07/2014)

10 tonnes

0814/050

Lancashire

Coconut fibre matting - (2-3 bales of coconut matting recovered from soft furnishings
per week. Suitable for making liners for hanging baskets, or ground cover for
5 tonnes
nurseries etc.) (Preston, 07/2014)

0814/038

Northants

Fabric offcuts, mixed - (1 tonne per week) (Northampton, 07/2014)

0814/109

Metals / Metal-Rich Derbyshire

Plastics

Textiles
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50 tonnes

Code
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RESOURCES (by type)
Sector

Wood

County

Resource Title

Quantity

Code

West Yorkshire

Textile scrap from recycling of mattresses - (Inevitable mix of colours, fabrics and
quality) (Huddersfield, 07/2014)

25 tonnes

0814/043

Cheshire

Broken pallets, pallet wood, broken skids - (The site generates a small amount of
broken pallets, pallet wood & broken skids each week) (Runcorn, 07/2014)

1 tonne

0814/117

Cheshire

MDF 2 metre skids - (The site generates banded packs of approximately 300 2m
MDF skids) (Runcorn, 07/2014)

3 tonnes

0814/119

Derbyshire

MDF dust - (bagged) (Hinckley, 07/2014)

20 tonnes

0814/107

Oxfordshire

Low-grade wood waste - (Offcuts and materials unsuitable for recycling) (Abingdon, Variable
07/2014)
tonnages

0814/027

West Midlands

Pallets (Stourport-on-Severn, 07/2014)

24 tonnes

0814/121

Wood fly ash - (4 tonnes per week) (Walsall, 07/2014)

200 tonnes

0814/108

Cheshire

Bags of paper, plastic cups, bottles, metal cans etc - (Site produces around 3 euro
bins of these material per month) (Runcorn, 07/2014)

Variable
tonnages

0814/116

Cheshire

Wood ash - (When boiler is run October - April, we produce 1 tonne sacks of boiler
ash from burning chipboard. Nutrient analysis available. Deemed suitable for land
spreading or as feedstock for composting.) (Runcorn, 07/2014)

25 tonnes

0814/118

Derbyshire

Powder paint - Epoxy Polyester and full Polyester - (Process giving rise to waste,
Powder coating plant, annual estimated waste 12 tonnes, Waste description powder
12 tonnes
EWC 080111* safety data sheets are available. Currently sent to deep storage)
(Tibshelf, 07/2014)

0814/103

West Midlands

Aluminium Oxide / magnesium oxide fired & powder waste (Stourport-on-Severn,
07/2014)

500 tonnes

0814/122

West Midlands

Fired and Powder Ceramic Waste (Stourport-on-Severn, 07/2014)

700 tonnes

0814/120

Other

Minerals /
Ceramics / Glass

www.link2energy.co.uk
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RESOURCES WANTED
Sector

County

Resource Title

Food / Drink /
Agriculture

South Yorkshire

Breadcrumb waste - (Oily crumb also accepted. material wanted for making fish bait Variable
and fat balls.) (Doncaster, 07/2014)
tonnages

0814/128

Inorganic
Chemicals

Cheshire

Sources of spent sulphur - (spent acid sources, sulphur waste and other sulphur
compounds) (Runcorn, 07/2014)

0814/021

Metals / Metal-Rich

North
Lincolnshire

205 litre steel drums - (Company looking for a quantity of 210L metal drums with lids
and clamps - usually get ones that have been imported with fruit juice concentrate, 25 items
for instance.) (Scunthorpe, 07/2014)

West Yorkshire

Steel drums - lidded - (wanted for reconditioning / refurb / resale) (Leeds, 07/2014)

Variable
tonnages

0814/013

Lincolnshire

Coat hangers - (Specialist recycling service, sourcing materials for in-house polymer Variable
reprocessing service) (Bourne, 07/2014)
tonnages

0814/011

Lincolnshire

WEEE Plastics - (Specialist recycling service, sourcing materials for in-house
polymer reprocessing service) (Bourne, 07/2014)

Variable
tonnages

0814/010

Merseyside

Clean plastics - (Sort, granulate and recycle on site
PS / PE film / EPS / PET / PS / ABS / HDPE / PP) (St Helens, 07/2014)

Variable
tonnages

0814/037

West Yorkshire

IBCs - (wanted for reconditioning / refurb / resale) (Leeds, 07/2014)

Variable
tonnages

0814/015

West Yorkshire

Plastic (HDPE) large drums - (wanted for reconditioning / refurb / resale) (Leeds,
07/2014)

Variable
tonnages

0814/014

WEEE

Bedfordshire

Fridges - (Redundant units fragmentised in sealed environment, enabling Ozone
Depleting Substances (ODS) to be safely removed. Remaining fractions are
Variable
mechanically separated into four product streams, Steel, non-ferrous metals, plastic tonnages
and foam.) (Sandy, 07/2014)

0814/028

Wood

Cheshire

Wood dust / sawdust - (For incorporation into an industrial manufacturing process.)
(Warrington, 07/2014)

Variable
tonnages

0814/097

East Yorkshire

Wood dust / sawdust - (For incorporation into an industrial manufacturing process.)
(Hull, 07/2014)

Variable
tonnages

0814/062

Oxfordshire

Waste pallets and timber - (Require waste timber for processing and manufacture of Variable
simple products.) (Abingdon, 07/2014)
tonnages

0814/024

Derbyshire

Mattresses - (Company specialises in recycling of beds, mattresses and furniture)
(Ilkeston, 07/2014)

Variable
tonnages

0814/040

Lancashire

Mattresses - (Company specialises in recycling of beds, mattresses and furniture)
(Preston, 07/2014)

Variable
tonnages

0814/039

West Yorkshire

Mattresses - (Company specialises in recycling of beds, mattresses and furniture)
(Huddersfield, 07/2014)

Variable
tonnages

0814/042

Hereford &
Worcester

Ashes - (Reuse / recycling outlets for industrial materials and byproducts. Will look
at bottom ashes, slags, shotblast, glass, foundry sand, clinker etc) (Droitwich,
07/2014)

Variable
tonnages

0814/110

Plastics

Other

Minerals /
Ceramics / Glass

www.link2energy.co.uk

Quantity

Variable
tonnages

Code

0814/046
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IMAGES
Image

Info

Baled PP Skeletal waste - (Clean, ex factory - mill-baled & wire-tied. Contains some laminate material. 29 bales.)
LOCATION = OKEHAMPTON

Coloured polycotton scraps - (Mill-baled, wire-tied, clean. 28 bales.)
LOCATION = OKEHAMPTON

205 litre steel drums - (Lidded - will contain a small level of contamination with pork fat (MSDS sheet available).
Likely to be around 2 or 3 drums per week.)
LOCATION = BIRSTALL

WEB FORUMS
Sector

Notes

Contact

We are a company dealing with marine protein production. The source of
protein are polychaete (marine sand worms).
The protein is very good from a palatability point of view (often used as bait),
has a good nutritional level (as good as fish meal) and has a good fatty acid
profile with high level of Omega 3.

Food / Drink / Agriculture

The polychaete convert all waste into protein, so it has great potenital to be
used as a converter of waste to valuable product.
The polychaete are used today as bait and protein source for speciality feeds
(shrimp diets).

Odd Geir Oddsen,
Managing Director at ProChaete
Innovations Ltd, Redditch

The reason for sharing this information with you all is to see if anybody know of
a potential partner that could explore the use of a waste stream together with
us. Can anyone help?
Thanks!

Plastics

I am interested in plastic from fridges. Please email me: talisint@aol.com
Regards
Stuart

www.link2energy.co.uk

Stuart Ellis
Owner at Talisman International
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WEB FORUMS
Sector

Notes

Contact

LDPE needed - We have received a request to provide 200 tonnes of LDPE
bales each month (UK). Can anyone assist please?
Many thanks, David

David Stapleton
CEO at Rebox Europe Ltd

30T load of PET Cine Film in bulk bags
Stephen Everett
I have 30t load of Cine Film (PET) in large bulk bags. Some are still on the PS Director at Environmental Media
cores and some have been removed. Please contact steve@ems-europe.co.uk Solutions Limited
if this is of interest.
I currently have 2500 tonnes of mixed plastic material available for immediate
sale. As most of you are aware we have developed a process that converts low
value residual waste plastic materials into new products however with us
currently moving the plant we cannot process any materials. As a direct result
those partners who have been supplying us with materials have material
Doug Anderson
available which I am trying to help find a new 'home'. Attached are some
Innova Manufacturing, Runcorn
images of materials available from our Irish partner. There is 2500 tonnes of
mixed plastic in the following percentages: PET 69% LDPE 24% Film 7% There
is 150t of clear film. Would this be of interest to you and your operation. We
have all the licenses to move the material. Please let me know. I have images
available.
I'm looking for a waste stream that contains mixed plastics for a waste2oil
process in The Netherlands. CV needs to be >15MJ and Cl can go up to max
1%.
The material may not contain organics and/or metals. Size of <500mm is
acceptable. We can only accept bales.

Jaime Essed
Managing Director Waste & Fuel,
Netherlands

Please share with me chemical analysis, origin and preferable ex work prices
and city.
Coat hangers baled with steel or shredded no steel available from the UK in
large ongoing volumes. Please contact Lynxrecycling@gmail.com
Craig Wilson
Owner at Lynx Recycling & Recovery Ltd
we can offer 80mt on monthly basis washed ldpe with 3% cellulose fiber (in
North Wales). If anyone interested please let me know at
waqas@uniqueint.co.uk

Textiles

Craig Wilson
Owner at Lynx Recycling & Recovery
Ltd
Grimsby
Waqas Umer
Business Development Manager at
Unique International Recycling
Creekmouth, Greater London

Hunting for Polyamide 66 and Polyamide 6 (PA6 and PA66) - UK only please
Yinqiao Liu
Looking forward to bulk purchasing the recycling Polyamide 66 and Polyamide
Managing Director, Diamondbridge,
6 (PA6 and PA66), if you have the materials available, please do not hesitate to
London
contact me via lincoln@diamondbrico.co.uk
Due to a rebranding exercise we have a quantity of old PPE gear across the
business that is no longer needed. We wish if at all possible to have it recycled
or even re-used. A complication is that we don’t have capacity at our HQ to
collect or store the equipment centrally, so ideally we want to communicate an
action to our employees that they will be able to carry out themselves.

Joanna Fox, Amey

Does anyone have any suggestions or contacts that may be able to help?

www.link2energy.co.uk
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Tenders - Waste & Resource-related live tender opportunities

Fuller infomation on each Tender can be obtained from the Link2Energy
office

TENDERS
Region

Reference Authority

East Midlands

2014/S
134-240893

East of England

2014/S
134-240989

Notes (inc Value & Deadline)

Collection and Disposal of Landfill Leachate from Crich and Glapwell.
Derbyshire County Council,
DE4 3AG
Value: £200,000
Submission Deadline: 20.8.2014 - 11:00

Welwyn Hatfield Borough
Council, AL8 6AE

Textile Consortium:
Nine of the HWPs Partner Authorities together with the Hertfordshire Fire Service
are joining together in a consortium to continue to manage textiles deposited at
bring sites across the County. To assist with this project the consortium requires a
suitably qualified contractor to undertake the following activities:
— Supply and deliver banks to the consortium members,
— Empty the banks to a prescribed schedule,
— Sale of the textiles.
Currently there are approximately 128 sites and 168 banks. The approximate
annual tonnage collected by the consortium from April 2015 onwards is anticipated
to be 550 tonnes per annum.
Value: £750,000
Submission Deadline: 18.8.2014 - 12:00

2014/S
144-259345

Central Bedfordshire
Council, SG17 5TQ

Household Waste and Recycling Centre:
— lot 1: Household Waste Recycling Centre Management Contract - Council is
seeking a Contractor to manage and operate its four Household Waste Recycling
Centres (HWRCs). Total tonnage collected at the Authoritys four HWRCs in
2013/14 was 28,038 tonnes.
— lot 2: Waste Transfer Station Management Contract - Council is looking at the
possibility of developing a Waste Transfer Station (WTS) within the Authority area.
Value: Between £7,000,000 and £29,000,000
Submission Deadline: 2.9.2014 - 12:00

North East

Northern Ireland

2014/S
134-240874

2014/S
126-224667

South Tyneside NHS
Foundation Trust, NE34
0PL

Supply of Non-Clinical Waste Services:
South Tyneside NHS Foundation Trust is carrying out a procurement exercise to
establish a preferred Supplier for the supply of its Non-Clinical Waste Service.
Value: Between £180,000 and £225,000
Submission Deadline: 17.8.2014 - 12:00

Provision of a Clinical Waste Service:
Provision of a high quality and cost effective service for the collection,
transportation, treatment and final disposal of clinical waste across the region.
Emphasis will be placed on the recovery of recyclable materials and energy
Business Services
recovery from the non-recyclable element with the aim of a minimum/zero volume
Organisation, Procurement of treated waste sent to landfill.
and Logistics Service,
In terms of current waste volumes approximately 5,500 tonnes of waste is produced
BT12 6HU
per annum and approximately 90% of this waste is of a type suitable for
non-burn/alternative treatment technology with the remainder requiring incineration.
Value: £18,500,000
Submission Deadline: Not specified (Prior Information Notice)
The disposal of Green Waste for Allerdale Borough Council.

North West

Scotland

2014/S
129-230999

2014/S
124-220957

Allerdale Borough Council,
CA14 3YJ

Moray Council, IV30 1UU

Value: Unspecified
Submission Deadline: 13.8.2014 - 12:00
Segregated Dry Recyclate Reprocessing:
Uplift and transportation of segregated recylates for reprocessing from Elgin &
Lossiemouth, Moray.
Value: Unspecified
Submission Deadline: Not specified (Prior Information Notice)

www.link2energy.co.uk
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TENDERS
Region

South West

Reference Authority

2014/S
128-228896

Spectrum Housing Group,
BH23 4GE

Notes (inc Value & Deadline)
Waste Collection, Receipt, Treatment and Disposal:
Spectrum Housing Group (SHG) manages approximately 18,000 homes and
maintains a further 35,000 across the south of England. We currently produce
approximately 1,800 tonnes of waste annually.
SHG will shortly be procuring contracts for waste collection and disposal services,
to manage the wastes that arise from SHG's property maintenance activities and
office facilities. The wastes include commercial waste (from offices) and general
skip waste, plus smaller quantities of scrap metal, hazardous wastes, WEEE, paint,
green waste, clinical waste, street sweepings and gully emptyings, and end of life
vehicles.
Value: Unspecified
Submission Deadline: Unspecified (Prior Information Notice)

2014/S
135-242735

South Hams District
Council, TQ9 5NE

The Purchase and Treatment for Recycling of Materials from the Household
Recycling Collection Service (Delivered in sacks).
Lot 1: Clear Sacks - plastic bottles, steel and aluminium cans and foil
Lot 2: Blue Sacks - mixed paper and card.
There is also an option to tender for possible purchase of cardboard beverage
cartons (Tetrapaks) and/or mixed rigid plastics as additional Materials in the clear
bag of mixed Materials (Lot 1).
Value: Unspecified
Submission Deadline: 1.9.2014 - 12:00

Wales

2014/S
136-244315

2014/S
136-244444

NHS Wales Shared
Services Partnership
Procurement Services,
CF14 5GF

Flintshire County Council,
CH7 6NA

Collection, Transportation and Disposal of Clinical Waste. This contract is due to
commence 1.6.2016.
Value: £31,000,000
Submission Deadline: Not specified (Prior Information Notice)
Collection & Disposal of Hazardous Waste from HWR sites:
Flintshire County Council (FCC) operates eight Household Waste Recycling
Centres within the county. These facilities are open for members of the public to
dispose of unwanted household paints and chemicals in a safe and compliant
manner in accordance with all relevant legislation. FCC wish to appoint the
services of an appropriately licensed waste contractor to safely identify, segregate,
transport and dispose of the hazardous wastes arising from these sites.
Value: Unspecified
Submission Deadline: 1.9.2014 - 15:00

2014/S
147-264468

Receipting Green and/or Food and Green Waste from CCBC for biological
treatment:
Tenderer(s) are invited to submit offers for:
Lot 1 – Receiving, and processing of Food Waste (by In-Vessel Composting and/or
Anaerobic Digestion); and
Caerphilly County Borough Lot 2 – Receiving and processing of Green Waste for treatment via Windrow
Council, CF82 7PG
Composting; and
Lot 3 – Receiving and processing of co-mingled Food and Green Waste (by
In-Vessel Compost and/or Anaerobic Digestion).
Value: Unspecified
Submission Deadline: 17.9.2014 - 12:00

West Midlands

2014/S
124-221216

Warwickshire County
Council, CV34 4RL

Operation of HWRCs and Re-use Shops:
Lot No: 1 Lot title: Operation of Stockton and Wellesbourne HWRC (including
re-use shop),
Lot No: 2 Lot title: Operation of Lower House Farm re-use shop
Lot No: 3 Lot title: Operation of Hunters Lane re-use shop
Lot No: 4 Lot title: Operation of Burton Farm re-use shop
Value: Between £1,000,000 and £10,000,000
Submission Deadline: 18.8.2014 - 12:00

2014/S
138-248086

Warwickshire County
Council, CV34 4RL

Commercial Waste collection:
This contract is for the collection and onward provisions of preparation for re-use,
recycling, and other recovery and disposal services including:
— General Waste,
— Dry Recyclates – including – paper, cardboard, cans and tins, plastic, glass
(which in the main is presently segregated),
— Confidential waste paper
Value: Between £150,000 and £6,000,000
Submission Deadline: 29.8.2014 - 12:00
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TENDERS
Region

Yorkshire & Humber

Reference Authority

2014/S
134-240781

Notes (inc Value & Deadline)

Secure Disposal of Information & Materials:
The Police & Crime Commissioner for North Yorkshire Police (PCC) is leading a
procurement exercise on behalf of the Yorkshire & Humber Forces, and are
seeking tenders from suppliers to provide Secure Disposal of Information &
North Yorkshire Police, DL7
Materials both on and off site, with a contract that will be awarded to a single
9HA
supplier.
Value: Between £150,000 and £250,000
Submission Deadline: 18.8.2014 - 14:00

AWARDED TENDERS
Authority

Notes (inc Value & Deadline)

Reference

Awarded To

Provision of an End Disposal Site for Residual Waste:
Service required is a Service Provider to provide a facility or facilities for the
disposal/treatment of municipal waste collected primarily in the South Norfolk
District Council and Great Yarmouth Borough Council areas. There is no
preference regarding the type of disposal facility. Up to three service
Eastern Shires
providers may be appointed.
FCC Waste Services (UK)
Purchasing
An estimated 35,000 tonnes per annum of Contract Waste will pass through 2014/S 060-101371 Ltd
Organisation, LE19
the Facility(s). The disposal facility could be located anywhere in the UK or
SITA UK
1ES
overseas. Should the site be located in the UK, then a transfer station is not
required but may be provided as part of a packaged solution.
Value: Between £1,200,000 and £21,600,000
Submission Deadline: 15.5.2014 - 17:00

Anglian Water
Services Limited,
PE3 6WT

Waste Management Services.
The process is for the provision of waste storage receptacles, waste
collection, transportation, treatment and disposal. Approx 500 sites that
currently have waste storage facilities.
The waste streams produced by Anglian Water are broken down into the
following groups:
- Grit and Screenings
- General and Recyclable waste
- Hazardous and ad hoc waste

2013/S 208-361236 Biffa Waste Services Limited

Value: Between £6,000,000 and £14,000,000 over 3 years
Submission Deadline: 22.11.2013 - 12:00

Hertfordshire
County Council,
SG13 8DQ

The Provision for the Removal and Disposal of ICT and Other (WEEE)
Electrical Equipment.
- Lot 1: all ICT related products requiring removal and disposal only
- Lot 2: for PC's and Laptops that have been indentified as having a residual
value from which the authority requires a % monetary return
Northern Realisation Ltd
- Lot 3: all other electrical WEEE.
2013/S 233-404509 PRM Green Technologies Ltd
The Equipment will consist of a mixture of PC's, Printers, Peripherals,
RestoreIT - Efficient
Networking Equipment, Telephony and Data Storage Devices and any other
electrical WEEE of varying quantities.
Value: Between £200,000 and £3,000,000
Submission Deadline: 13.1.2014 - 12:00

Waste disposal for co-collected food and garden waste.
The successful Contractor must be able to: provide a treatment facility or
tipping and bulking facilities within seven miles of Lambeth; offer a
composting process which is classed as recycling under current legislation;
be able to accept a full mix of all types of garden and food waste, including
London Borough of
starch liners and small quantities of newsprint used to wrap food waste; be
Lambeth, SW2
able to accept approximately 4,000 tonnes of input material a year, delivered
5RW
by standard refuse collection vehicles, with a content of, on average, 80%
food waste and 20% garden waste.

2013/S 214-372632 Veolia ES UK

Value: £1,120,000
Submission Deadline: 10.1.2014 - 12:00

Newcastle City
Council, NE1 8QH

Confidential Waste Shredding Service & Non-Confidential Waste Recycling
Service.
Lot 1 - Confidential Waste Shredding Service.
Lot 2 - Non-Confidential Waste Recycling Service.
The Council reserve the right to only award one Lot.

2013/S 222-386764 Shred-it Ltd

Value: £408,000
Submission Deadline: 20.12.2013 - 12:00
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AWARDED TENDERS
Authority

Procure Plus Ltd,
M32 0FP

Notes (inc Value & Deadline)
Framework Agreement for Waste Management Services.
PP wishes to procure and enter into a framework agreement with multiple
suppliers for the provision of waste management services. Suppliers will
provide a complete waste management service for all types of waste that is
generated through activity in the areas listed below –
1. Construction based activities: hard core and inert, packaging, metals,
timber, glass, plastics, carpet, tiles and ceramics, plaster cement, concrete,
insulation, furniture, hazardous waste such as light bulbs and fluorescent
tubes, WEEE, oils and paints.
2. Office and administrative activities: paper & card, confidential paper, food
waste, dry recyclables, glass bottles and jars, metal cans, ink & toner
cartridges, hazardous waste such as light bulbs and fluorescent tubes,
WEEE, mixed batteries, sanitary waste and office furniture.
The contract is divided into seven Lots, these being:
1. Greater Manchester;
2. Cheshire;
3. Staffordshire and Shropshire;
4. Cumbria;
5. Merseyside;
6. Lancashire;
7. Yorkshire and Humberside.

Reference

Awarded To

Acumen Waste Services Ltd
GPT Waste Management Ltd
2013/S 238-414127
Neales Waste Management
Reconomy (UK) Ltd

Value: Up to £14,000,000
Submission Deadline: 15.1.2014 - 17:00

SRUC, EH9 3JG

The provision of haulage and land spreading of waste services.
Macfarlan Smith Ltd extracts naturally occurring pharmaceutical compounds
from poppies and a by product of the process is a poppy straw waste. In
order to satisfy their sustainability principles of achieving zero waste and
halving the key resources that they consume per unit output by 2017,
Macfarlan Smith Ltd require an alternative disposal route to landfill.

2013/S 246-429105 Basil Baird And Sons Ltd

Value: Unspecified
Submission Deadline: 5.2.2014 - 12:00

Devon County
Council, EX2 4QD

Provision and maintenace of textile banks, purchase and recovery of
collected textile waste.
The Service also entails the collection of textiles from Devon Authorities'
stockpiles, their subsequent Recovery and payment to Devon Authorities for
their value.

2013/S 206-356991 Elm Tree Partnership Limited

Value: Between £400,000 and £880,000
Submission Deadline: 25.11.2013 - 12:00

Gwynedd Council,
LL55 1AT

Tender for Collection and Disposal of Leachate from Gwynedd Council waste
sites.

Collection and Treatment of Wood Waste for Newport City Council.
Newport City Council is seeking a suitable contractor for the provision of
services for collection, transportation and treatment of civic amenity wood
waste (approx 2000 tpa).
Newport City
The aim of this contract is to achieve maximum levels of recovery and
Council, NP20 4UR recycling, and diversion from landfill, of the wood waste in accordance with
the waste hierarchy and Welsh Government Wales Waste Measure.

Gwynedd Environmental
Waste Services Ltd

2014/S 075-130064

G.D. Environmental Services
Ltd

Value: Unspecified
Submission Deadline: 23.5.2014 - 16:00

Pembrokeshire
County Council,
SA61 1TP

Provision of a facility to receive and recycle street sweepings and gully waste:
The Authority is seeking a Contractor to make arrangements for the provision
of a facility(s) to receive, dewater and process quantities of Street Sweepings
and Gully Wastes in a manner which complies fully with all waste legislation,
2014/S 031-050179 Lawrence Landfill Ltd
using methods designed to maximise the Reuse/Recycling of such materials.
Value: Unspecified
Submission Deadline: 28.3.2014 - 15:00
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AWARDED TENDERS
Authority

Keele University,
ST5 5BG

Notes (inc Value & Deadline)

Reference

Awarded To

Waste Management Service 2014:
Keele University wishes to procure waste management services for a variety
of its non-hazardous waste streams. This includes the collection and
treatment or disposal from over 50 collection points across the campus of dry
mixed recyclables, source-segregated food waste and mixed residual waste;
the provision of skips, their collection and the treatment or disposal of
2014/S 010-013466 Biffa Waste Services Ltd
construction waste, green waste and segregated cardboard placed in the
skips; and the collection and secure destruction of confidential paper waste
from a single central collection point.
Value: Up to £1,000,000
Submission Deadline: 12.2.2014

University of
Birmingham, B15
2TT

Hazardous Waste Disposal Services - Provision of special waste disposal
services across the campus using best practice and value for money
principles. The Supplier will provide appropriate services for the identification,
collection, transportation and incineration of special waste from a number of
locations at the University or other nominated sites. NB Clinical Waste is not 2013/S 231-401328 PHS Waste Management
included in this contract.
Value: Unspecified
Submission Deadline: 8.1.2014 - 12:00

The Borough
Council of
Calderdale, HX1
1UJ

Yorkshire Water
Services Ltd, BD6
2LZ

The Borough Council of Calderdale wishes to appoint a contractor for the
supply and removal of waste skips and the suitable and legal disposal of
waste from those skips and vehicular street sweepers.

2013/S 233-404590

Calder Valley Skip Hire
Limited

Value: Between £750,000 and £850,000
Submission Deadline: 6.1.2014 - 15:00

Liquid Waste Transportation (Liquid Sludge Tankering)

Total Environmental
Technology
Harpers Environmental Ltd
Goldthorpe Transport Limited
Future Industrial Services
MW Waste
Philip Roberts Limited

Bringing you a resource-related selection of innovative opportunities from across Europe, where partner organisations are
wishing to develop market opportunities and inviting support from collaborative partners.

For contact information, contact the Link2Energy office (contact details on front page).

INNOVATION
Sector

Cardboard / Paper

Notes
A highly innovative German company has developed a cutting edge technology
that enables new ways to use cellulose from drink cartons, graphic and
laminated paperboards converting them into a high quality compound. This
Conversion of cellulose into high quality
composite can be used best for manufacturing of extrusion profiles or injection
compound for injection parts
parts.
Ref: TODE20140618002
Partners are sought for further development of the technology as well as
products emerging from this recycling process in a joint venture scheme.

Food / Drink / Agriculture

Production of porous microcellular
materials from lignin
Ref: TOFR20140611001

A South West France laboratory specialized in molecular science proposes a
new process to synthesize, from papermaker industry waste (lignin), porous
microcellular materials with the same advantageous properties than polyHIPE
(Porous polymers synthesized within the HIPE - high internal phase emulsionprocess).
The laboratory is seeking partners, in industry of papermaker or products based
on porous materials, for licensing or manufacturing or technical cooperation
agreement.

Ecological solution to turn fermentable
organic waste into valuable compost
Ref: TOFR20140318001

A French SME specialized in hygiene and environment, is offering an ecological
solution to turn organic waste into standardized compost based on a controlled
aerobic fermentation patented technology. The SME designs, manufactures and
implements on site turnkey composting station to treat and valorize any
liquid/solid fermentable materials from agriculture, industry, municipalities
(sludge, digestate, fats, green waste…). Commercial agreement with technical
assistance or joint venture is sought.
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INNOVATION
Sector

Notes
Innovative system for drying sludge
Ref: TOIT20140616003

A company from the North-East of Italy has developed a green and sustainable
technology able to dry water compounds, sewage sludge, etc. The system is
able to separate liquid constituents from solid ones thanks to the only use of
solar energy. Public or private organizations/companies interested to test and
implement the technology are sought.

Method for hydrogen production from
glycerol at low temperature
Ref: TOES20140610004

A Spanish public research organisation and a University from Spain have
developed a new method for the glycerol reforming using a catalyst based on a
mixture of three metal oxides. This ternary system catalyses steam reforming
reactions of glycerol at lower temperatures than usually and with lower
production of CO2, CO and other by-producs. Companies interested in applying
this procedure to obtain hydrogen under a patent license are sought

Technology for the abatement of
nitrogen in animal waste
Ref: TOIT20140717001

An Italian laboratory has developed an environmental friendly technology for the
abatement of nitrogen in animal waste and offers technical and research
cooperation to companies in the farming sector.

Metals

Selective filtration technology for the
recovery of precious metals
Ref: TOFR20140612001

A French SME specialised in production of a proprietary filtration technology
with extreme selectivity and high performance for difficult-to-treat waste or
process water, is looking for partners interested in technical and research
cooperation. The company is also open to joint-venture.

Other

Integrated system for waste material and
energy recovery from non-recyclable
fractions
Ref: TOIT20140620001

An Italian company specialized in services related to waste treatment has
developed an innovative patented integrated system of plants for the final
treatment of waste that allows to recycle all fractions as paper, plastic, organic,
glass, ferrous and non-ferrous metals, and the energy recovery from recycling
activities. The company is looking for licensing, cooperation or commercial
agreements with technical assistance.

Facility for recycling of polyethylene
terephthalate wastes
Ref: TORU20140623002

A Russian SME from the Stavropol region developed a facility for polyethylene
terephthalate wastes recycling with production of granulate that can be used to
produce packing materials and bottles. The technology is universal, energy
saving, simple and safe in operation, it is low cost and ensures a high quality of
the obtained material.
The company looks for commercial agreements with technical assistance,
research agreements.

Technology for profitable recycling of
used tires with valuable side products
Ref: TODK20140702001

A Danish company has invented a new turnkey facility that can turn used tires
into several useful waste products which can be sold separate for profit. The
steel and carbon black is recycled and the rubber is turned into fuel oil by
pyrolysis. The process is completely sustainable. The company is looking for
partners that dispose of or stockpile large amounts of used tires for a joint
venture or financial agreement.

Water

An innovative sand filter for using water
and sewage treatment
Ref: TOKR20140610001

A Korean SME specializing in water treatment and air purification technology is
offering a novel sand filter for using water and sewage treatment. With their own
developed technology, effectively removing contaminants and suspended solid
becomes possible with solving certain problems created from conventional
upward flow filters. Also, this filter is easy to install, transport and maintain. The
company is looking for a partner for a commercial agreement with technical
assistance.

WEEE

Process for the recycling of permanent
magnets
Ref: TODE20140626002

A German university of applied sciences offers licenses for a thermal process
that separates permanent magnets from a scrap mixture and renders possible
to recycle valuable rare earth materials. Partners from waste management and
recycling are sought.

Wood

A solution for raw materials
contamination separators with initial
fragmentation and micronization of
biomass for a newly created fuel energy
plant
Ref: TRPL20140624001

A Polish company planning to implement a patent application of method and
process line for the production of pulverized fuel raw energy from a biomass by
launching the micronized dust biofuels plant is looking for partners offering a
solution for raw materials contamination separators with initial fragmentation
and micronization of biomass. The company is expecting partners for
commercial agreement with technical assistance.

Plastics
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